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Multiple-Gradient Descent Algorithm (MGDA)
for Pareto-Front Identification
Jean-Antoine Désidéri

Abstract This article compounds and extends several publications in which a
Multiple-Gradient Descent Algorithm (MGDA), has been proposed and tested for
the treatment of multi-objective differentiable optimization. Originally introduced
in [8], the method has been tested and reformulated in [9]. Its efficacy to identify
the Pareto front [4] has been demonstrated in [22], in comparison with an evolutionary strategy. Recently, a variant, MGDA-II, has been proposed in which the descent direction is calculated by a direct procedure [10] based on a Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization process (GSP) with special normalization. This algorithm was
tested in the context of a simulation by domain partitioning, as a technique to match
the different interface components concurrently [11]. The experimentation revealed
the importance of scaling, and a slightly modified normalization procedure was
proposed (”MGDA-IIb”). Two novel variants have been proposed since. The first,
MGDA-III, realizes two enhancements. Firstly, the GSP is conducted incompletely
whenever a test reveals that the current estimate of the direction of search is adequate also w.r.t. the gradients not yet taken into account; this improvement simplifies the identification of the search direction when the gradients point roughly in the
same direction, and makes the directional derivative common to several objectivefunctions larger. Secondly, the order in which the different gradients are considered
in the GSP is defined in a unique way devised to favor an incomplete GSP. In the
second variant, MGDA-IV, the question of scaling is addressed when the Hessians
are known. A variant is also proposed in which the Hessians are estimated by the
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) formula. Lastly, a solution is proposed
to adjust the step-size optimally in the descent step.
Key words: multi-objective optimization, descent direction, convex hull, GramSchmidt orthogonalization process, BFGS quasi-Newton method
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1 Introduction
Multi-objective optimization, particularly when constrained by the solution of a
partial-differential equation (PDE), is an essential methodological element of MultiDisciplinary Optimization (MDO) over which a large community has been focusing
attention (see e.g. [20]-[21]-[18] for extensive reviews, and [13] for a short introduction). Modern (finite-volume/finite-element-type) PDE-simulation tools, by discrete
or continuous adjoint approaches, more systematically provide functional gradients
as well as the mere evaluation of the performance, and this reinforces the value of
differentiable-optimization algorithms. However, in multi-criterion design optimization, evolutionary strategies that are simple to apply and undeniably very robust, are
still the most commonly-used methods to identify Pareto fronts (e.g. [1] and [6])
although numerous alternatives have been proposed in the literature, in particular:
-

the normal boundary intersection [7] aiming to produce evenly-distributed points
on the Pareto set, and related weights;
- the normalized normal constraint method [19], which incorporates an additional
filter for a more proper identification;
- the Pareto-front interpolation [16], in which the authors construct a sub-complex
of a Delaunay triangulation of a finite set of Pareto optimal outcomes, and and
devise special rules for checking the inherent non-dominance of complexes; the
method, was further developed in various publications, e.g. [17], and is supported
by a surrogate model to alleviate the high computational cost of function(al)
evaluations.
Here, we consider the simultaneous minimization or reduction of n objectivefunctions, {Ji (y)} (i = 1, . . . , n), assumed to be smooth (say C 2 ) functions of the
design-vector y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yN ) ∈ RN . In this new publication, the restriction n ≤
N, previously made, is abandoned.
Our analysis is developed to identify an appropriate direction of search ω to
update the design vector from a given initial design-point y0 , center of an open ball
B in which the objective-functions are well-defined, smooth and convex:
y1 = y0 − ρω

(ρ > 0, step-size) .

(1)

For the above iteration to be a descent step, two conditions should be met. Firstly,
the directional derivatives of the objective-functions should all be strictly-positive:

∀i = 1, . . . , n : ∇Ji (y0 ), ω > 0 .
(2)
Then, −ω is a descent direction common to all objective-functions. Secondly, the
step-size ρ should be adjusted appropriately. The important question of step-size
adjustment is approached in Subsection 3.3 when additionally Hessians are known;
presently, we focus on the first condition, (2).
In [8] and [9], we have introduced the notion of ”Pareto-stationarity”: the designpoint y0 is said to be Pareto-stationary if there exists a convex combination of the
gradients, ∇Ji (y0 ), equal to 0:
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n

∃α = {αi } (i = 1, . . . , n) such that : αi ≥ 0 (∀i);

n

∑ αi = 1; ∑ αi ∇Ji (y0 ) = 0 .

i=1

3

(3)

i=1

We have shown that Pareto-stationarity is a necessary condition to Pareto-optimality.
Originally in [8]-[9], this result was established under the assumption n ≤ N; however, the result has been recently extended to arbitrary dimensions n and N, using
a different, more rigorous argument and assuming convexity (see [8], version 3).
Thus, hereafter, we examine the case where the initial design-point y0 is not Paretooptimal or Pareto-stationary.
Remark 1. Following classical publications [3] [5], Fliege and Svaiter [14] have
been using the notion of Pareto critical points characterized as follows:
range(A) ∩ (−R + +)N = 0/
where, in their notations, A is the Jacobian matrix,

 ∂J
∂ J1
1
∂ y1 . . . ∂ yN
 .
.. 

A=
. 
 ..
∂ Jn
∂ Jn
∂ y . . . ∂ yN

(4)

(5)

1

R + + denotes the set of strictly-positive numbers, and the power a Cartesian product. This condition excludes the existence of a direction along which the directional
derivatives of all the objective functions are strictly positive. The Pareto-stationarity
condition (3) is therefore equivalent to it, but expressed differently, in our view, more
simply. From this definition, in [14] they have introduced a variational formulation
that define Pareto critical points as solutions of the following min − max problem:
min fy (v) + 12 ||v||2
v

(6)


where fy (v) = max (Av)i , i = 1, . . . , n . Evidently, if y is not a Pareto critical (or stationary) point, for certain directions v, fy (v) < 0, and the min − max itself is strictly
negative. This formulation is thus equivalent to choosing v such that all the directional derivatives are strictly negative, and the smallest in absolute value is as large
as possible; i.e. equivalent to maximizing the minimum descent. From there, they
have constructed algorithms that accumulate at Pareto critical points, and relaxed
the condition using different norms. We put momentarily the comparison between
their formulation and ours, and point out that they later extended their theory quite
technically in [15] and developed classes of steepest-descent methods different from
ours which is devised from a simpler, but very general geometric property. Note that
from a design-point that is not Pareto critical, or stationary, infinitely many directions exist along which the directional derivatives of all the objective functions are
of a strict given sign, and many practical algorithms can be constructed to be appropriate in the application context.
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Clearly, the above condition (2), as it only involves scalar products, can be applied to projected gradients, in case of constrained minimization. More specifically,
suppose that the active scalar constraints at y = y0 are the following:
g1 (y0 ) = g2 (y0 ) = · · · = gK (y0 ) = 0 ,

(7)

and define the vectors
vk = ∇gk (y0 )

(k = 1, . . . , K) ,

(8)

normal to the constraint surfaces, and assumed to be linearly-independent. Apply the
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process (GSP ) to them to get a family {wk } (k =
1, . . . , K) of orthonormal vectors that collectively span the same subspace. Define
the following projection matrix:
K

P = IN − ∑ [wk ] [wk ]T ,

(9)

k=1

where the bracketed vector [wk ] stands for the column-vector of its components
viewed as a N × 1 matrix, and the superscript T indicates transposition. Then,
the forthcoming MGDA construction is meant to apply after the original gradients,
∇Ji (y0 ), have been replaced by their projections onto the subspace tangent to the
constraint surfaces, that is by P ∇Ji (y0 ). Current research developments are focused
on a more systematic treatment of constraints and will be the main topic of a future
publication. Presently, without great loss of generality, we are considering thereafter
the unconstrained formulation.
In the original formulation of MGDA [8]-[9], the vector ω has been defined as
the minimum-norm element in the convex hull of the gradients:
(
)
n

ω = arg min kuk , U =
u∈U

u ∈ RN / u = ∑ αi ∇Ji (y0 ) ; αi ≥ 0 (∀i);
i=1

n

∑ αi = 1

.

i=1

(10)
This definition is the most general; in particular, it is applicable whether the gradient
vectors are linearly independent or not. The element ω can be identified by numerical minimization in the convex hull, which can be parameterized isomorphically
to the hypercube [0, 1]n−1 (see [9]). This minimization can however be numerically
delicate, and in fact, not necessary, as the subsequent versions of our construction
demonstrate.
Remark 2. Restricting the search in (10) to convex combinations plays the same role
as penalizing the norm in the min − max formulation of (6). But, while in [14] the
solution of the min − max problem is automatically a descent direction, and in the
sense defined by the normalization through the norm-penalty term, the best solution,
we construct a descent direction from a purely-geometrical property and optimize
the step-size by a similar min − max solution (see Subsection 3.3).
The convex hull can also be viewed as an affine structure, since:
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n

∀u ∈ U : u − un = ∑ αi ui −
i=1

n

∑ αi

!

5

n−1

un =

i=1

∑ αi un,i

(un,i = ui − un ) . (11)

i=1

˙ ⊆ A˙ ), where A
Hence, U ⊆ An−1 (or using affine-space notations, U
n−1
n−1 is a set
of vectors pointing onto an affine sub-space A˙n−1 of dimension at most n − 1.
Let us examine these affine and vector structures, with the support of Fig. 1 drawn
in the case n = 3. Here vectors are represented in the R3 affine space with a given
origin O. The gradient vectors are here denoted {ui } (i = 1, 2, 3). The convex hull
of the gradients is the set of vectors of origin O pointing onto the triangle made of
the 3 endpoints of {ui }. This triangle lies in a plane (generally speaking a subspace
of dimension at most n − 1) denoted A˙2 . The orthogonal projection of O onto the
˙
plane A˙2 is denoted O⊥ . The figure has been drawn in the case where O⊥ ∈
/ U.

A˙2

O⊥

˙ (affine)
U

u1
u3

u∈U

O

U
(vector)

u2

Fig. 1 Affine and vector structures: here, three vectors {ui } (i = 1, 2, 3) are considered to define
the convex hull U; the endpoints of their representatives of origin O are the vertices of the green
˙ affine structure associated with the convex hull U; u is an arbitrary element in U; U
˙ lies
triangle, U,
⊥
˙
˙
in the plane A2 ; O is the orthogonal projection of O onto A2 ; the figure illustrates the case where
O⊥ ∈
/ A˙2 .

˙ or equivNow, consider the inverse, highly-favorable situation in which O⊥ ∈ U,
−−→
−−→ ˙
−−→
alently, OO⊥ ∈ U. Since OO⊥ ⊥ U, ω = OO⊥ , and by orthogonality:

ui , ω = kωk2
(∀i) .
(12)
As a result, the directional derivatives of all objective-functions are equal.
The element ω being defined, the MGDA iteration is a form of generalization of
the classical steepest-descent method [2] to multi-objective optimization in which
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the vector −ω is used as the direction of search. Under certain weak provisions
on the problem formulation, if the step-size ρ is adjusted optimally, the iteration
accumulates at a Pareto-stationary design-point [8]. Whenever ω = 01 , the current
design-point is Pareto-stationary, and the optimization is interrupted. Hence, in [22],
the efficacy of MGDA to identify the Pareto front has been demonstrated, and comparisons with an evolutionary strategy (PAES) have been made.
More recently, a variant, MGDA-II, has been proposed in which an alternate descent direction is calculated by a direct procedure [10] based on a GSP with special
normalization. In the basic version of the algorithm, the gradient vectors are required to be linearly independent. Additionally, due to the numerically observed
importance of scaling, user-supplied scaling factors {Si } (i = 1, . . . , n), are assumed
to be given, and the following scaled gradients are defined:
Ji0 =

∇Ji (y0 )
Si

(13)

(Si > 0; e.g. Si = Ji for logarithmic gradients). The GSP is performed as follows:
• Set u1 = J10
• For i = 2, . . . , n, set:
ui =

Ji0 − ∑k<i ci,k uk
,
Ai

(14)

where for some arbitrary but small εi :


 1 − ∑ ci,k
Ji0 , uk
k<i
 (∀k < i) , and Ai =
ci,k =

uk , uk
ε

if nonzero,
(15)
otherwise.

i

As a result of this construction, a new element ω is defined, as the minimumnorm element in the convex hull of the orthogonal vectors {ui } (i = 1, . . . , n),
n

ω = ∑ αi ui ,

(16)

i=1

in which the coefficients {αi } are strictly positive and less than 1:
αi =

1
n

kui k2 ∑

j=1

=

1
uj

2

1
1+ ∑

j6=i

kui k2
uj

< 1.

(17)

2

−−→
Due to the orthogonality of the family {ui } (i = 1, . . . , n), ω = OO⊥ , and (12) holds.
This is illustrated by Fig. 2. Consequently

1

In the numerical implementation, the condition must be relaxed to kωk < T OL.
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!
Ji0 , ω



Ai + ∑ ci,k kωk2 = kωk2 ,

=

(18)

k<i

by definition of the normalization constant Ai . In conclusion, the directional derivatives of all objective-functions are here systematically equal.
It should be emphasized that in general the newly-defined element ω is distinct
from the former, except in the particular case of two objective-functions (n = 2),
when the gradient vectors form an obtuse angle.

u3

u∈U

u2

O
O⊥

u1
Fig. 2 Construction of orthogonal vectors in MGDA-II .

It was later observed [11] that situations in which a normalization constant Ai
was negative for some i, was to be avoided. To do this, in MGDA-II b, the definition
Ai = 1 − ∑ ci,k ,

(19)

k<i

was maintained only if this number is strictly-positive. Otherwise, the difficulty can
be circumvented by redefining the corresponding scale to be:
!
Si0 =

∑ ci,k

Si ,

(20)

k<i

so that:

!−1
c0i,k

=

∑ ci,k
k<i

ci,k ,

(21)
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and

∑ c0i,k = 1 ,

(22)

k<i

and Ai = εi , for some small εi . (This procedure was referred to as the “automatic
rescale procedure”.)
This has led us to the same formal conclusion: the directional derivatives are
equal; but the value is much larger, and (at least) one objective-function has been
rescaled.
This variant was tested on a somewhat peculiar model problem of domainpartitioning, in which all objective-functions tend to 0, which results in a Pareto
set restricted to a single point. In this application rather remote from the context
for which MGDA was originally devised, using logarithmic scaling of the gradients
(Si = Ji ) and automatic rescale, MGDA-II b was found to converge satisfactorily; in
fact, at a rate only twice less than the optimal quasi-Newton method; additionally,
the iteration indicated asymptotically an interesting trend to convergence acceleration [11].
Nevertheless, these developments have brought up some open questions to which
the following sections bring certain answers. In particular, the following three:
1. Since the element ω provided by MGDA-II is in general different from the original one, how can we guarantee the convergence of MGDA to a Pareto-stationary
design-point?
2. In which order should the gradients be arranged to perform the GSP ?
3. Can the scaling of the gradients be adequately devised to mimic quasi-Newton
methods?
MGDA-III provides an answer to the first two questions, and MGDA-IV to the
third.

2 Ordered and economical GSP : MGDA-III
The steering idea is that in case of numerous gradients, trends might emerge among
them, permitting to account for the general direction of a subgroup by a unique
vector in the orthogonal basis. Hence the GSP could be interrupted as soon as a
direction is found to be a descent direction common to all objective functions while
being constructed on the basis of only I < n gradients. To achieve this purpose,
in the following algorithm, at the stage of computing a new orthogonal vector, the
gradient that is elected among those not yet accounted for, is the one for which the
scalar product with the current estimate of the element ω is algebraically smallest.
In this way, it is the vector for which the construction so far is the least satisfactory.
Thus, computational economy is achieved through the specification of the ordering
in which the gradients are considered to perform the GSP , with the expectation
of a rapid interruption of the process. Further comments on the expected gain in
efficiency will be made a posteriori.
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2.1 Algorithm
Again, one starts from scaled gradients, {Ji0 }, and duplicates, {gi },
Ji0 =

∇Ji (y0 )
Si

(Si : user-supplied scale),

(23)

and proceeds in three steps: A, B and C.

A: Initialization
• Set2
k = arg max min
i

j

J 0j , Ji0
Ji0 , Ji0


 and u1 = g1 := Jk0 .

(24)

• Set n × n lower-triangular matrix c = {ci, j } (i ≥ j) to 03 .
• Set, conservatively, I := n4 .
• Assign some appropriate value to a cut-off constant a : (0 ≤ a < 1).

B: Main GSP loop
For i = 2, 3, . . . , (at most) n, do:
1. Calculate the i − 1st column of coefficients:

g j , ui−1

c j,i−1 =
(∀ j = i, . . . , n) ,
ui−1 , ui−1

(25)

and update the cumulative row-sums:
c j, j := c j, j + c j, j−1 = ∑ c j,k

(∀ j = i, . . . , n) .

(26)

k<i

2. Test:
– If the following condition is satisfied
c j, j > a

(∀ j = i, . . . , n) ,

set I := i − 1, and interrupt the GSP (go to 3).
– Otherwise, compute next orthogonal vector ui as follows (steps a-b-c-d):

2
3
4

The choice made for u1 will be justified afterwards.
The main diagonal of matrix c is to contain cumulative row-sums.
The integer I ≤ n is the expected number of computed orthogonal basis vectors.

(27)
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a - Identify index ` = arg min j c j, j / i ≤ j ≤ n .5
b - Permute information associated with i and ` :
g` ,

g-vectors: gi

rows i and ` of array c and corresponding cumulative row-sums,
c`,` .

ci,i

c - Set Ai = 1 − ci,i ≥ 1 − a > 0 and calculate6
gi − ∑ ci,k uk
k<i

ui =

.

Ai

(28)

d - If ui 6= 0, return to 1. with incremented i; otherwise:
gi = ∑ ci,k uk = ∑ c0i,k gk ,
k<i

(29)

k<i

where the {c0i,k } are calculated by backward substitution.
Then, if c0i,k ≤ 0 (∀k < i):
Pareto-stationarity detected: STOP MGDA iteration;
otherwise (exceptional ambiguous case):
STOP GSP ; compute ω according to original definition and go to C.
(end of a-b-c-d)
3. Calculate ω as the minimum-norm element in the convex hull of {u1 , u2 , . . . , uI }:7
I

ω = ∑ αi ui 6= 0 ,

(30)

i=1

where:

1

αi =
2

kui k

I

∑

j=1

=

1
uj

2

1
1+ ∑

j6=i

kui k2
uj

.

(31)

2

C: Descent step or termination
If kωk < T OL, STOP MGDA iteration; otherwise, perform descent step and return
to Step B.
5

Note that necessarily c`,` ≤ a < 1.
ci,i = former-c`,` ≤ a; gi = former-c`,k .
7 Note that ω is calculated on the basis of a smaller number of gradients if I < n; here all computed
ui 6= 0, and 0 < αi < 1.
6
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2.2 Properties
Case I = n.
In this case, the GSP is performed completely, and the algorithm is equivalent to the
former MGDA-II with the enhancement that the rescale of the b-version is no longer
ever necessary, since the specified ordering implies that
∀i : Ai ≥ 1 − a > 0 .

(32)

Case I < n (incomplete GSP ).
Here, the directional derivatives satisfy different bounds according to two subcases:
• First I directional derivatives:


gi , ω = ui , ω = kωk2 > 0

(∀i = 1, . . . , I) .

(33)

• Subsequent ones (i > I):
By construction, the vectors {u1 , u2 , . . . , uI } are orthogonal, and ω is given by
(30), so that:
I

gi =

∑ ci,k uk + vi ,

(34)

k=1

where vi ⊥ {u1 , u2 , . . . , uI }. Consequently,
I


gi , ω =

∑ ci,k
k=1

I


uk , ω =

∑ ci,k kωk2 = ci,i kωk2 > a kωk2 > 0 .

(35)

k=1

Note that this bound is only slightly less favorable than (33), and this depends on
the chosen cut-off constant a.

2.3 A posteriori justification of the choice of u1
At initialization, we have set u1 = g1 according to (24). We now see that this was
equivalent to maximizing c2,1 = c2,2 , that is, maximizing the least cumulative rowsum, at first estimation. Hence, at start, the worst case is less severe. One anticipates
that the favorable situation for which all cumulative row-sums are positive (or > a),
is more likely to occur.

12
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2.4 Expected benefits
According to the section above, the specified ordering has been devised to permit
the GSP to be performed incompletely. When gradients exhibit a general trend, ω is
found in fewer steps and this realizes a computational economy.
Secondly, the rescale procedure, no longer ever necessary, is abandoned.
Thirdly, an incomplete GSP results in an element ω of larger norm since it realizes the minimization in a smaller subset, namely the convex hull of an incomplete
orthogonal basis. This corresponds to larger directional derivatives, since
gi ,

ω 
= kωk or a kωk ,
kωk

(36)

and to the greater efficiency of the subsequent MGDA descent step.

3 Using Hessians to better scale the gradients: MGDA-IV
3.1 Addressing the question of scaling when Hessians are known
In single-objective optimization, when both gradient and Hessian are known, Newton’s method is the most effective unless additional information is provided.
For the optimization of the objective Ji (y) alone, Newton’s method writes:
y1 = y0 − pi ,

(37)

where the vector pi is given by the solution of the system:
Hi pi = ∇Ji (y0 ) ,

(38)

where Hi is the Hessian matrix of objective function Ji at y = y0 . Hence the preconditioning by the inverse Hessian realizes a form of optimal scaling. However, in
general, the vector pi is not parallel to the gradient itself. Thus to ensure that the
iteration remains a descent step, only its projection should be retained.
Thus, we propose to split the vector pi into orthogonal components
pi = qi + ri ,
where:
qi =


pi , ∇Ji (y0 )
k∇Ji (y0 )k2

∇Ji (y0 ) ,

(39)

(40)

is along the gradient, and ri ⊥ ∇Ji (y0 ), and to define the scaled gradient as follows:
Ji0 = qi .

(41)

Multiple-Gradient Descent Algorithm (MGDA) for Pareto-Front Identification
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We thus define MGDA-IV as MGDA-III applied to the gradients scaled as above.
This is equivalent to defining the scaling constant Si as follows:
2

2

∇Ji (y0 )
∇Ji (y0 )
=
 >0
Si =
pi , ∇Ji (y0 )
Hi−1 ∇Ji (y0 ), ∇Ji (y0 )

(42)

where the inequality holds if Hi (or Hi−1 ) is positive-definite (convexity).

3.2 BFGS-inspired variant: MGDAIVb
When the Hessians are not known exactly, they can be approximated by the BroydenFletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) iterative estimate (see e.g. [2], Section 4.5):
e (0) = Id ,
(∀i = 1, . . . , n) H
i
T
1
1
(k)
(k) (k)T
(k+1)
(k)
(k)
(k)
e (k) +
e s s TH
e
e −
H
=H
H
zi zi ,
T
i
i
i
i
T
(k)
(k)
e s(k)
s(k) H
z s(k)
i

s(k) = y(k+1) − y(k) ,

(43)
(44)

i

(k)

zi = ∇Ji (y(k+1) ) − ∇Ji (y(k) )

(k: MGDA iteration index).
(45)

3.3 Recommended step-size
The Taylor’s series expansion to second-order of objective-function Ji (y) about y0
corresponding to the increment δ y = −ρω of the design variable writes:


Ji (y0 − ρω) = Ji (y0 ) − ρ ∇Ji (y0 ), ω + 21 ρ 2 Hi ω, ω + . . . .
(46)
Neglecting the third-order terms in the above expansion yields the following expression for the expected decrease of the objective-function:
|δ Ji | := Ji (y0 ) − Ji (y0 − ρω) := āi ρ − 21 b̄i ρ 2 ,

(47)

where: āi = Si ai , b̄i = Si bi , and:
ai = Ji0 , ω




bi = Hi ω, ω /Si .

(48)

The above coefficients are known numerically, exactly or approximately. The coefficients {ai } are positive by construction, and for the first I of them equal to kωk2 .
The coefficients {bi } are also positive by assumption of convexity.
If the scales {Si } are truly relevant for the objective-functions, it makes sense to
maximize the relative decrease
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δi =

|δ Ji |
= ai ρ − 12 bi ρ 2 .
Si

(49)

Hence we may define the optimal step-size to be:
ρ ? = arg max min δi .
ρ

i

(50)

If I = n (case a) in Fig. 3), ai = kωk2 (∀i), and
ρ ? = ρI? :=

kωk2
,
bI

(51)

where bI = maxi≤I bi is assumed to be positive (convexity).
If instead, I < n, a complementary subset of objective-functions satisfy a less
favorable bound related to the
 . chosen cut-off constant a. For those, we may conservatively approximate Ji , ω = a kωk2 . For those alone, the optimal step-size is:
ρII? :=

a kωk2
,
bII

(52)

where bII = maxi>I bi is assumed to be positive (convexity).
Another special value of ρ is ρ× for which the two bounding δi (ρ)-curves associated with the two subsets intersect, that is the solution of the equation:
kωk2 ρ − 21 bI ρ 2 = a kωk2 ρ − 12 bII ρ 2 .

(53)

This gives:
ρ× =

2(1 − a) kωk2
.
bI − bII

(54)

Consider first the case bI > bII for which ρ× > 0. One finds the equivalences:
ρ× < ρI? ⇐⇒ a > β1 :=

2bII
bI + bII
, and ρ× < ρII? ⇐⇒ a > β2 :=
.
2bI
bI + bII

(55)

Note that β1 ≥ β2 . Then three sub-cases are possible:
1. a < β2 : ρ× > ρI? and ρ× > ρII? ; ρ ? = max(ρI? , ρII? ) as in Fig. 3 b);
2. β2 ≤ a ≤ β1 : ρI? ≤ ρ× ≤ ρII? ; ρ ? = ρ× as in Fig. 3 c);
3. a > β1 : ρ× < ρI? and ρ× < ρII? ; ρ ? = min(ρI? , ρII? ), as in Fig. 3 d).
Lastly, if bI ≤ bII , ρ× ≤ 0 and ρ ? = min(ρI? , ρII? ).
In summary, if I = n, ρ ? = ρI? ; otherwise (I < n), ρ ? is the element of the triplet
?
{ρI , ρII? , ρ× } which separates the other two.
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b) I < n, ρ× > max(ρI? , ρII? )
||ω||2

a||ω||2

ρI?
δ

c) I < n,

ρI? ρII?

ρ

ρ× ∈ (ρI? , ρII? )

δ

d) I < n,

ρ×

ρ

ρ× < min(ρI? , ρII? )

||ω||2
||ω||2

a||ω||2

ρ×
ρI?

ρ×

ρII?

ρ

ρI? ρII?

ρ

Fig. 3 Cases of interest in adjusting the MGDA -iteration step-size ρ. In case a), I = n and ρ ? = ρI? ;
in cases b), c) and d), I < n, and ρ ? is the element of the triplet {ρI? , ρII? , ρ× } which separates the
other two, i.e. ρII? , ρ× and ρI? respectively.

4 Conclusion
The different proposed variants of the MGDA are summarized in Table 1 where
the major enhancements realized by each version are indicated, and references to
publications provided. An incomplete GSP based on an ordered subset of the gradients is recommended to define the support vector ω of the search direction as
the minimum-norm element in the convex hull of this subset. When Hessians are
available, an estimate of the optimal step-size has also been identified.
A special focus is currently being devoted to a more systematic account for the
constraints. Further work will also be directed on experimenting MGDA-III and
MGDA-IV and assessing the actual efficiency improvements in practical engineering
applications in which the Pareto fronts correspond to n > 2, and possibly involves
discontinuities. Scaling with exact or approximate Hessians is a very promising option, but will be verified by cautious experiments, as well as the adequacy of the
optimal step-size estimate.
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Jean-Antoine Désidéri
Novel elements

Properties

Tested cases

MGDA

- General constructive principle related
to minimum-norm element in convex hull
of gradients [8] [9]

- CV proof to Pareto
stationary designs
- Insensitive to Pareto
front convexity

- Multiple quadratics
- Fonseca testcase
(non-convex Pareto
front;
comparison
MGDA vs PAES) [22]
- DDM for Poisson pb.
[11] [12]

b-version

- Meta-model assisted
gradient computation
[23]

- CV requires a few
database enrichments

- Eulerian flow about
wing [23]
- Navier-Stokes duct
flow [23]

MGDA-II

- Direct computation
of descent direction by
GSP [10] [11]

- Requires linearly independent gradients
Modified
definition of descent
direction, and Paretostationarity
test
necessary
- n! possible orderings

- DDM for Poisson
pb. (scaling essential;
verified CV to unique
Pareto-stationary
solution) [11]

b-version

- Automatic gradient
rescale when normalization coefficient is
found < 0

More
efficient
(larger
directional
derivatives)

- (id.)

MGDA-III

- Specific ordering in
GSP
- Incomplete GSP
- Resort to standard
MGDA when
Pareto stationarity test
ambiguous

- Not limited to
linearly-independent
gradients
- Even larger directional derivatives
- Pareto-stationary accumulation points

MGDA-IV

- Scaling inspired
from
Newton’s
method using Hessians

- Step-size estimate
provided

b-version

- Uses BFGS approximations to Hessians

Table 1 Variants of MGDA with details on progressive enhancements
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